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1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
It is well-known that the distribution function, under null hypothesis, of 
the smallest and/or the largest root of the matrices in various situations can be 
expressed in terms of pseudo-determinants and some reduction formulas on the 
pseudo-determinants were discussed (for example, see [5-g]). The central 
distribution of the smallest root of the Wishart matrix was recently obtained in 
a finite series in [4], while the noncentral distributions of the smallest or the 
largest root of matrices in three different situations, namely, (i) two sample 
problem, (ii) MANOVA problem and (iii) the canonical correlation problem 
were obtained in complicated infinite series (for example, see [3, 5, 6, 8, 10, 111. 
Here, we establish the cumulative distribution for all the above cases in finite 
series under the mild assumption on the degrees of freedom of the error 
covariance matrix. The three types of situations mentioned above can be 
summarized in the following way: 
Let X : p x 12 and S : p x p be jointly distributed as 
where 
c 1 S irn exp[-Tr EL’S - Tr Z;‘(X - lo,) L(X - p)], (1) 
c-l = 1 L p’2 7F2 1 z, IN’2 1 x2 p T&,/2), 
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m = (nl - p - 1)/2 is a nonnegative integer, C, : p x p, Z, : p x p and L : 
n x n are positive definite matrices; TV :p x n is any matrix and 
T,(y) = 7p(P-l)/4 
lp(y -9,. 
The usual MANOVA model is when Z, = C, and L is a fixed matrix. The 
model corresponding to canonical correlation coefficients is obtained when 
Z, = Z, and L is distributed as 
{r,&/2)}-1 1 C, 1-g’2 1 L [G-n-1)‘2 exp( -Tr C;‘L),), (2) 
where q > n and Z a : n x II is a positive matrix. The covariance model is 
obtained when lo = 0. In all the above situations, we are interested in the 
Ch. roots of (S-XIX’) especially the smallest or the largest root. Section 2 
deals with one sample case, namely, the distributions of Pr(S > Q) and the 
smallest Ch. root of S which is distributed as 
{I’,(n,/2) 1 Z 1 fnl)-’ / S Irn exp( -Tr C-‘S), (3) 
where m = (n, - p - 1)/2 is a nonnegative integer and Z is positive definite. 
If S - SL is positive definite, then it is denoted by S > 9. Using the result of 
P(S > a), the cummulative distributions of the largest Ch. root of S-%LX 
when n > p are given in Section 3. We may note that the results established 
here will be useful for some tabulation purposes. 
2. ONE SAMPLE PROBLEM 
THEOREM 1. Let S be distributed us (3). Then 
Pr(S > Q) = etr(--C-la) F c* C,(E-1B)/K! 
k=O K 
where Cf is the summation over the permutations K of k such that 
(-rnb # 0 and 
(-m), = fi ](m + y)(m + ‘G - 1) --- (m +‘$ - kj + lj/ (-1)” 
I=1 
Proof. It is easy to see that 
Pr(S > Q) = (F,(n,/2) 1 X In@-’ 
X I 
exp(-Tr C-%2 - Tr Z-lR) ) B + R Irn dR. (4) 
IQ0 
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Since m is a nonnegative integer, we can write 
j Q + R jrn = ] R jllz y r (-m), (-l)k CK(SZR-l)/k! 
k=O I( 
and using the Khatri’s result [2, Lemma 4, p. 4691, we have 
s exp(-Tr X-lR)j R jm C,(QRel)dR R>O 
= r, 
( 
m + p+ , -K) 1 c Im+(~+lw cK(c2zc-l) 
= (-l)k r&,/2) 1 C ln1’2 C,(ZFQ)/(-m), . 
Using these results in (4), Theorem 1 is established. 
THEOREM 2. Let S be distributed as (3). Then 
Pr(Ch,i, S > x) = exp(--x Tr c-1) E r x%‘~(c 1)/K!, 
k-0 K 
where C,* denotes the summation over the permutations K of k such that (-m), # 0. 
This follows from Theorem 1 by putting R = x1. 
COROLLARY 1. The density function of (Ch,i, S) at x is given by 
exp(--x Tr x-1) (Tr ~-r)~+l x”(m!)-l 
I 
+ ,:t+, (x Tr CF - k) r xk-lCK(X-l)/k!/ 
c 
This follows from Theorem 2 by differentiating with respect to x and then 
changing the sign. 
3. DISTRIBUTION OF THE LARGEST ROOT OF (S-XLX’) 
IN THREE SITUATION 
We may note that 
Pr(Ch,~,(XJX)-lS > y) o Pr(S > y(XJ.X’)). 
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Now, using Theorem 1, we have 
Pr(Ch,@UX’)-l S > y) 
= E T $ j, exp(-Tr C;%LX’y) C,(C~%LX’)f(X) dX, (5) 
where 
f(X) = (P’2 1 c y)-1 1 L 19’2 exp[-Tr ql(X - cl) L(X - IL)‘]. 
Let us define 
A, = (k!)-’ 1 C,(yC~‘XLX’) exp( -Tr Z;%LX’y)f(X) dX. (6) 
X 
Then, its generating function is defined by 
=s s 
exp[--y Tr C&LX’] f(X) dX dH, (7) 
O(9) x 
where C, = 22,’ - C;1%IBH’C;1’2, C:” is a symmetric square root of E, , 
i.e., Z, = (C:‘s)2. It is easy to see that (7) can be written as 
w = j o(,) I Xl v2 I v + ;c,Y v2 
x exp[-Tr Z;$Lp + Tr(Z;’ + &)-‘C;$LY’Z;~] (8) 
Now let us define T = (q’ + Z&)-112~1’2y1/2 and 
B = (C;’ + C,~JP)-~‘~ C;‘&A’E;~(X;~ + C,1y)-1’2. 
Then, (8) can be written as 
G(e) = ) I + ~E,z;~ )-lf2 j,,, 1 I - THWT’ ]-r12 
x exp[Tr(I - THM3’T’)-1 B - Tr Z;‘&L’] dH. (9) 
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Now, when C, = UC, , then we use the generating function of Laguerre poly- 
nomials in matrix argument, namely, 
II - z I+ SO(@) exp[-Tr SH’(1 - Z)-lI-Ij dH 
= cTrS L$ ; L;+‘-“(S) C,(Z)/k!C,(I) 
(see Constantine’s Theorem 1 [l]), and we can write (9) as 
G(e) = (1 + v)-‘~‘~ /oo 1 I - H(qe/(l + qy)) I-I’ I-n’2 exp( -Tr C,$iL$) 
* exp[Tr(I - H(uye/(l + q)) H’)-l B] dH 
= (1 + ayy’2 exp(-Tr P&Lr’ + Tr B) 
L?-“-1)‘2(-B) C&-ye/( 1 + WY)) 
k!C,(I) , 
where B = C;“2&p’C;1’2/(1 + UJJ) and 
Tr B - Tr E;‘r;lir’ = -q(Tr C;‘&P’)/(~ + v). 
From (lo), we get 
A, = (k!)-‘(1 + ~$(“~‘~)-~(cy)~ exp[-uy(Tr z;$~Lp’)/(l + uy)] 
x +9-1)/2( 4ppLp’q”2/(1 + 4y)) K (11) 
when C, = OX, . If further, L is distributed as (2), then integrating over L 
from (ll), we get 
A, = (A!)-l(l + ,y)-(“n’2)-k wk I 1 + 4y~1P~2P’/(l + ay)l*‘2 (12) 
with 
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Now, when Cr # oCs and or = 0, then from (9) we get 
A, = j I + yc,z,l y’2 C,(yC,C,l(I + yc,c,y)/k! (13) 
Using A, in (5), we get the following three theorems on the distributions of 
the maximum or the minimum root in the three situations. 
THEOREM 3 (MANOVA model). Let X and S be distributed us (1) with 
Xl = UC, and L being Jixed. Then, 
Pr(Chr&XLX’)-l S > y) = E C Lp+l)‘2( -sz/( 1 + uy))(cy)” 
k=O K k!(l + cry)(~~2)fk 
and 
x exp(-uy Tr Q/(1 + q)) 
Pr(Ch-(XLX’) S-l < W) = E C 
Lp+‘)‘2( -Qw/(tr + w)) ukwW2 
k=O K h!(w + o)(ml2)+k 
where SL = qlpLp’. 
x exp(--a Tr SL/(a + w)) 
The latter part is obtained from the first part by putting w = l/y. 
THEOREM 4 (Canonical Correlation model). Let X and S be distributed us (1) 
with Cl = UC, and L being distributed as (2). Then 
Pr( Chmin(XLX’)-l S > y) = E 1 * 5 :‘2*g’2(a/( 1 + oy))(uy)” (K!( 1 + uy)+pQ+k 
k=O K 
and 
x I I - Q p/2 1 I - Q/(1 + uyp/2 
x I I - n p2 1 I - wsz/(w + a)/--q/2 
where a(~- q-l = qQQ.L' OY B = I - (I + ql@,~')-l a& 
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with 
THEOREM 5 (Two sample case). Let X and S be distrifruted as (1) with 
p = 0. Then, 
Pr(Chmin(XLX’)-l S > y) = E r C,(JJB(I + $2)-l)(K!)-l 1 I + ~8 j--n/2 
k=O K 
Pr(Chmm XLX’S-1 < w) = E c* C,(sqwI + q-l)@!)-1 / I + n/w I-@, 
k=O x 
where Q = C,Cil. 
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